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Summary Abstract

In July, 2021, England lost the Euro 2020 football final to Italy. Following the loss, Black England players were widely racially abused online; Twitter alone took down over 1900 offensive posts directed at the players. In response, many commentators condemned the online racism and sent messages of support to players. How might online platforms such as Twitter reconfigure racism, according to a late-neoliberal logic of assetized identity? How might the football game, as a widely-publicized symbolic site which stages a relation between competition, chance, and nationhood, inflect this expression of online racism? In this paper, I analyze a range of online responses to the 2020 Euro finals, paying particular attention to narratives that express levels of expectation about posters’ and platforms’ roles in propagating online racism. I analyze how online responses to the Euro final express conflicts over race in reputational terms. Reading the football final’s online aftermath as a distributed event suggests the need to extend insights from W.E.B. Du Bois, Cedric Robinson, and Cheryl Harris, to arrive at an account of assetized, late-neoliberal racial capitalism, which recodes racism as the uneven distribution of reputational risk. Such an understanding has the potential to nuance debates on data colonialism, by detailing how online racism sits within a continually shifting expression of multiple colonial temporalities, both on- and offline.

Extended Abstract

In 11 July, 2021, England faced Italy in the delayed Euro 2020 football final. UK commentators heavily hyped the match, hoping to end England’s 55-year stretch without winning a major trophy. The game ended in a 1-1 tie; in the ensuing penalty shootout, Italy won 3-2. Three England players – Marcus Rashford, Jadon Sancho and Bukayo Saka – hadn’t scored. Soon after the loss, many British Twitter users voiced their fear that the Black players who hadn’t scored on penalties would face extensive racial abuse. Others cited statistics on increased domestic violence following major tournament losses, urged women to stay safe, and posted information on hotlines and
shelters. Twitter later confirmed that it had removed more than 1,900 racist, abusive tweets in the wake of the final, most of which had originated in the UK. Racist abuse directed at schoolchildren, and linked to the match, was also reported. A vandal defaced a mural of Marcus Rashford; this led to fans covering the mural with supportive messages, images of which circulated widely on platforms such as Twitter. How do online platforms such as Twitter reconfigure racism and anti-racism in widely publicized events such as these, by configuring both personal traits and attention garnered from public debates as assets?

Many important works have considered the cultural significance of online racism surrounding sporting events; analyzed the impact of anti-racist actions in sport; and developed new conceptual frameworks for understanding online racism, such as “platformed racism” and “weak tie racism.” Building on these frameworks, this paper in progress draws from recent debates on assetization in technoscientific capitalism: the process of turning attention, traits, or things into rent-generating assets. Analyzing a range of online responses to the 2020 Euro finals using tools such as Media Cloud’s Topic Mapper, I contextualize these responses within what I call a topological-colonial space: layered, shifting colonial temporalities, from the long history of British empire and its racisms, expressed in recent conflict over immigration, to “data

---


colonialism,” which sees large tech companies profiting from monopolizing data. I then consider how online platforms couch conflicts over race in reputational terms, with like and share counts, comment tallies, and abundant metacommentaries foregrounding reputation as a platformed asset; and with platforms, ‘players’ and posters’ reputations at risk. Reading the football final’s online aftermath in light of W.E.B. Du Bois’ account of the compensatory, “public and psychological wage” given to white workers, in the form of deference and courtesy; Cedric Robinson’s writing on racial capitalism; and Cheryl I Harris’ account of reputation as linked to white privilege, suggests the need to arrive at an account of assetized, late-neoliberal racial capitalism, which recodes racism as an uneven distribution of online reputational risk.
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